
1. What do you think the wild horses represent or symbolize in the book?

2. Charles protects Patrick from racist slurs at school by filling Billy’s mouth with dirt and 

     holding it closed. If Charles were your son, how would you handle correcting him while acknowledging 

     his courage to stand up to a bully?

3. The ranch hand who pulled up Opal’s dress was viciously beaten by Charles. Neither went to jail. Is it okay  

     to use violence as a form of punishment, protection, or justice?

4. Do you think Papa should have taken a stand against the people who slurred Patrick rather than 

     encouraging him to hide his Irish lilt?

5. When Patrick prayed and made the sign of the cross against his chest, how different were the reactions of 

     Mama and Papa Stewart to his Catholicism? Were they substantially different?

6. Charles and Patrick go about things very differently and have unlike dispositions. Why do you think this is? 

     How does it inform the way they see and treat animals? Their horses?

7. Nara’s actions towards the kids are unmaternal at best. How does it contrast with her behavior toward the 

     little horse caught on the fence? Did you think she’d ever make a good mother to the three orphans?

8. Nara tells her father that she wants Jim their Cheyenne ranch hand to be foreman. Papa says, “Ain’t 

     nobody gonna listen to Jim.” Was his reply racist or just representative of 1925 and the reality of that time?

9. Should Nara have been braver and admitted that she liked Jim romantically? Did Nara’s unwillingness to 

     admit that she was interested in Jim, make you believe she was prejudiced?

10. Mama Stewart usually has something to say about everything, so when she noticed

      Nara’s interest in Jim, why do you think Mama Stewart didn’t say anything—even to Nara?



11. Jim clearly tries to fit into the world beyond the reservation by how he dresses and cuts his hair, but 

     ultimately, did it do him any good? If you were Jim, would you have gone back to the reservation?

12. If it’s the only way to raise livestock, do you think it’s okay to round up wild mustangs and use them for 

      chicken feed to preserve forage for human food production? What would you rather see happen?

13. Were the children of this day and time better left in orphanages and asylums in New York or sent out on the   

      train to the farms and ranches? Overall, do you think the orphan train is a better adoption program/foster   

      care system than we have today? How would you compare them?

14. Should Opal’s mother have been allowed to take her back after Opal ran away numerous times? If that 

      happened today, what would the response be from our social services do you think? The Stewarts fake Opal’s  

      death and hide her from her mother. Was it the right thing to do for Opal? What would you have done?

15. Ivar is clearly under financial duress yet refuses to accept monetary reparation for the mustangs Patrick sets 

      free. Why? How do you think this staunch individualism manifests in our culture and politics today?

16. Do you think Mama Stewart was happy in her marital/family role? How does Nara’s attitude about womens’  

      roles play into her mother’s happiness in the story?

17. Charles was jailed for freeing the wild horses, though Patrick committed the crime.

      Would you have freed the mustangs? Do you feel it was a crime?

18. How does Nara’s attitude towards right and wrong differ from Charles’s? How do these two views converge 

      in the book?

19. The State Trooper disobeyed a bench order and left without exhuming Opal’s body. Was justice served when 

      the trooper refused to enforce the judge’s order? By what measurement or process can we effect justice in  

      our world?


